**The challenge**
Insufficient information to understand chronic diseases and provide care (retrospective, limited, biased)

**Our answer**
Tailored monitoring and assessment solutions, developed with Healthcare Professionals (HCP)
- Self-assessment by patients of their disease and its progression, at home
- Real-life and continuous monitoring by HCPs

Scientifically-validated tests leveraging smartphone capabilities (cognition, dexterity, vision...) and custom digital services (exercises, adherence advice...)

**Benefits for**

- **Patients**
  Empowerment, more precise monitoring, more personalized care

- **Physicians**
  Better-informed decision taking, reinforced link with patients

- **Researchers & Pharma**
  Real-world data to assess economic value of indications and feed future R&D

- **Payers & providers**
  Reduction of avoidable in-patient time, anticipation of complications, differentiating service to client base

**Who we are**
- Digital Health startup, created in 2013 and incubated in a leading Research Hospital in France
- Multidisciplinary team (Medical, Clinical, Stats, UX, Business...) with strong experience in healthcare and pharma
- Numerous research and technical partnerships
- Award winning IT platform

**Achievements and ongoing projects**
- 15+ clinical studies conducted with leading research teams in Europe and in the US
- Solutions developed in Multiple Sclerosis and Occupational burnout
- Ambitious pipeline (rheumatoid arthritis, resistant depression, insomnia, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s...)

**CONTACT IN FRANCE**
info@adscientiam.com  
+33 1 57 27 41 94

**CONTACT IN US**
mlamy@adscientiam.com  
+1 425 346 6177